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The Challenge
Founded in 1991 and located in Central Ohio, Replex Plastics
manufactures, shapes, sells, and ships technologically advanced
industrial thermoformed optical plastic lenses, mirrors, and domes.
Their products – which range from security-monitoring and
transportation mirrors like those on school buses and semi-trailers
to the polycarbonate domes found on modern playgrounds – help to
make the world a safer, more sustainable place.
In 2020, Replex Plastics upgraded their Mt. Vernon, Ohio, facility
with new LED lighting with motion sensors throughout their office,
plant, and outdoor areas.
By partnering with our Lighting Solutions team, the organization
was able to increase their lighting efficiency by 62%.
After reducing their energy usage through this efficiency upgrade,
Replex Plastics made the decision to offset 100% of their remaining
electric load emissions by purchasing renewable energy credits
(RECs). In purchasing RECs, Replex Plastics is supporting projects
that offset more than 600 metric tons of CO2 annually.

"This conversion reduced electricity
consumption for lighting significantly,
advancing us toward our goal of becoming
more sustainable, as well as making good
economic sense for the long run."
MARK SCHUETZ, President and CEO of Replex Plastics

How IGS Energy Helped
Our approach for Replex Plastics was to deliver a

Eliminate maintenance time and expenses

cost-effective solution by harnessing the
advantages, both economic and environmental, of

associated with regularly changing lamps and
tubes

LED lighting.

Reduce operational expenses

IGS Energy's Lighting Solutions™ team helped

Additionally, our lighting specialists were able to

Replex Plastics:

help Replex Plastics meet a deadline to receive
lighting incentives offered by AEP-OH.

Improve their lighting systems to comply with
standards and recommendations from the
Illuminating Engineering Society

The Outcome
A running hours analysis conducted by our lighting

To recap, IGS Energy's Lighting Solutions team

specialists found that Replex Plastic's office

helped the company:

consumed energy 45 hours per week (2,340 hours
annually), while their plant consumed energy 55
hours per week (2,860 hours annually).
The transition to LED lighting also helped Replex
Plastics advance their sustainability goals: Their
reduced energy consumption amounts to a
reduction of 56.5 metric tons of carbon dioxide
(CO2) annually.

Reduce their lighting energy consumption by
62%
Reduce their carbon footprint by 56.5 metric
tons of CO2
By installing LED lighting throughout their facility,
Replex Plastics' annual carbon reduction is
equivalent to:
66,582 pounds of coal burned

10.2 homes' electricity use
6,799 gallons of gasoline consumed

Check Out Some of Our Other
Projects

Retail
Products
Distributor

Unilever
Consumer
Goods

Hormel Foods

This large retail products

A transnational company that

distributor sought to advance

sells products in 190 countries

sustainability throughout their
organization by partnering

worldwide, Unilever partnered
with IGS Solar to achieve their

with us.

goal of becoming carbon

Looking for ways to reduce
their impact on the
environment, Hormel Foods
partnered with IGS Solar to
power their Swiss American
Sausage Company facility in
Lathrop, California.

positive by 2030.
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